Wide-field motion tuning in nocturnal hawkmoths
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Nocturnal hawkmoths are known for impressive visually guided behaviours in dim light, such as hovering while feeding from nectar-bearing flowers. This requires tight visual feedback to estimate and counter relative motion. Discrimination of low velocities, as required for stable hovering flight, is fundamentally limited by spatial resolution, yet in the evolution of eyes for nocturnal vision, maintenance of high spatial acuity compromises absolute sensitivity. To investigate these trade-offs, we compared responses of wide-field motion-sensitive neurons in three species of hawkmoth: Manduca sexta (a crepuscular hoverer), Deilephila elpenor (a fully nocturnal hoverer) and Acherontia atropos (a fully nocturnal hawkmoth that does not hover as it feeds uniquely from honey in bees’ nests). We show that despite smaller eyes, the motion pathway of D. elpenor is tuned to higher spatial frequencies and lower temporal frequencies than A. atropos, consistent with D. elpenor’s need to detect low velocities for hovering. Acherontia atropos, however, presumably evolved low-light sensitivity without sacrificing temporal acuity. Manduca sexta, active at higher light levels, is tuned to the highest spatial frequencies of the three and temporal frequencies comparable with A. atropos. This yields similar tuning to low velocities as in D. elpenor, but with the advantage of shorter neural delays in processing motion.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hovering is a challenging behaviour not only because it requires high energy and precise control of aerodynamical forces (Ellington 1984a,b; Willmott & Ellington 1997), but also because it places strict demands on the visual system. To siphon nectar effectively, a hovering hawkmoth must maintain a minimal distance to its flower. If it drifts in the air, it must counter that motion before it is carried out of range—roughly the length of its proboscis (Farina et al. 1994; Sprayberry & Daniel 2006). Visually estimating potentially tiny deviations from a motionless hovering state requires sensitivity to low-velocity visual motion (O’Carroll et al. 1996, 1997).

Many hawkmoths are adept at hovering and obtaining nectar even on moonless nights (Pittaway 1993). Performing any visual task in the dark is problematic (Warrant 2008), hovering particularly so. This is because good spatial acuity is required for stabilizing the images of flowers during hovering, and in dim light this depends critically on the eyes having adequate sensitivity to light. However, a tenet of eye design is that sensitivity trades spatial acuity (Land 1981; Warrant & McIntyre 1992; Land & Nilsson 2002): as light levels fall, the optimal spatial acuity of an eye—the acuity that maximizes the number of discernible scenes—also falls (Snyder et al. 1977a,b). However, adequate spatial resolution is integral to detecting the low velocities of hovering. The velocity of a drifting sinusoidal grating is given by the quotient of its temporal and spatial frequencies, \( V = f/f_s \), and any natural image can be considered to be the sum of many gratings. So detecting low velocities depends on some sensitivity to either high spatial or low temporal frequencies. For a hovering nocturnal insect, already handicapped by the inherently poor spatial resolution of compound eyes (Kirschfeld 1976), further losses in spatial acuity required for night vision may sacrifice its ability to steady itself with visual cues. The alternative strategy, detecting low velocities with an enhanced sensitivity to very low temporal frequencies, might slow the quick responses necessary to hold station in front of a wind-tossed flower.

To investigate the trade-offs imposed on motion detection by the evolution of hovering and nocturnal vision, this paper compares wide-field motion-detecting neurons in three hawkmoths: the nocturnal hoverer Deilephila elpenor, the crepuscular hoverer Manduca sexta and the non-hovering nocturnal cleptoparasite Acherontia atropos. Manduca sexta is a large moth with large eyes (eye diameter approx. 4 mm), known to feed at dusk and dawn by hovering steadily while feeding from flowers. Deilephila elpenor feeds similarly, but has a much smaller body and correspondingly smaller eyes (eye diameter approx. 2.5 mm), and is a truly nocturnal moth noted for spectacular dim-light visual abilities (Pittaway 1993; Kelber et al. 2002). Acherontia atropos, a large moth like M. sexta (eye diameter approx. 5 mm), is fully nocturnal and a long-distance migrator; however, it does not hover.
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in front of flowers. Instead, it feeds by entering honeybee nests and parasitizing the food cells (Kitching & Cadiou 2000; Kitching 2003).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Moths

Manduca sexta were reared from the colony at the University of Washington, Seattle. Acherontia atropos were kindly provided as first instar larvae, and D. elpenor as pupae, by Dr Almut Kelber of Lund University in Sweden. We placed the pupae on a 12:12 light–dark cycle. We used moths 2–4 days post-emergence, only after confirming that all parts were normally formed and clean, and that each could fly normally.

(b) Anatomy

In order to compare physiological differences between species, it was necessary to take into account any anatomical differences also present. To do this we measured body length, eye diameter, facet diameter and interommatidial angle from specimens obtained from the collection of the Lund University Zoological Museum. We used a Zeiss stereomicroscope (Stemi SV 6 with a Plan S 1 × objective), with attached Sony digital camera (Cyber-shot 5 MP, model DSC-F707). From the digital photos, we then measured eye diameter and facet diameter using the measurement tool in PHOTOSHOP (Adobe Systems, Inc., USA). We calculated interommatidial angles using the relation $\Delta \varphi$ (in radians) = (facet diameter/eye radius), where eye radius is equal to half the eye diameter, assuming a hemispherical eye (a valid assumption for sphingid moths). The facets chosen to measure facet diameter were in the central lateral eye.

(c) Electrophysiology

Moths were immobilized with plastic tubes fitted around their bodies and melted wax applied to stabilize their head positions. We made a hole behind the left antenna and removed small amounts of connective tissue to expose the surface of the brain above the optic lobe. Neurons were impaled intracellularly by advancing quartz electrodes, pulled with a Sutter P-2000 and filled with 1 M KCl, onto the proximal area of the optic lobe, the region of the third optic ganglion (the lobula). Electrode resistance was initially around 80 MΩ, but decreased to 5–20 MΩ after penetrating tracheal tubes and surface membranes, and presumably breaking slightly at the tip. Acherontia atropos has a brain pushed farther back in the head, probably because room in the head is allotted to muscular sucking structures. Aside from this difference, the tracheal patterns on the brain in the posterior head provide reliable landmarks to locate motion-sensitive neurons. The moths were placed so the right eye viewed the stimulus at roughly 45° from its midline (figure 1a).

(d) Stimulus

We generated moving sinusoidal gratings on a 10 × 10 cm Tektronix 608 oscilloscope monitor (figure 1a). When placed about 10 cm in front of the moth’s right eye, it covered a square visual patch subtending 53° on each side. The gratings have the advantage that their spatial and temporal frequencies are entirely separable, such that we can alter either variable without changing the other. Further, even complex visual scenes can be decomposed into a linear sum of moving sinusoidal gratings (they form a basis of time-varying visual scenes), with a scalar multiple determining the maximal intensity, and therefore the contrast, of each. The monitor updated at 183 Hz produced a brightness of 40 candels per square metre (cd m$^{-2}$) and was controlled by an InnisFree Picasso stimulus generator, which allowed precise specification of orientation, phase and spatial frequency. Each moving grating appeared for 2 s at a contrast of 0.5 and was preceded by 3 s of blank screen at mean luminance. When a neuron responded to the gratings, we displayed them in 24 different orientations, in random order, to characterize the optimal drift direction, and used this direction for all subsequent experiments. We then varied the spatial frequency between 0.01 and 1 cycles deg$^{-1}$, and temporal frequency between 0.1 and 50 Hz, both ranges divided into 20 logarithmically spaced intervals. Our earlier work has verified that the velocity tuning of insect neurons to spectrally broadband stimuli is predicted well by their tuning to the spatial and temporal frequency of grating patterns (Drot et al. 2001), so the measured differences in velocity optima are likely to reflect differences in velocity...
Table 1. Anatomical data from three species of sphingid moths: \textit{A. atropos} \((n = 4)\), \textit{D. elpenor} \((n = 5)\) and \textit{M. sexta} \((n = 4)\). Values reported are mean ± error, where the error is the greatest deviation between the mean and any original data point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>moth</th>
<th>body length (mm)</th>
<th>eye diameter (mm)</th>
<th>facet diameter (µm)</th>
<th>(\Delta \phi) (degrees)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textit{A. atropos}</td>
<td>54 ± 5</td>
<td>4.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>36 ± 2</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{D. elpenor}</td>
<td>31 ± 2</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>29 ± 1</td>
<td>1.31 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{M. sexta}</td>
<td>43 ± 7</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.4</td>
<td>34 ± 3</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The largest eyes, has both the largest facet diameter that, by body length, their eye sizes. The diameter of both strategies according to their size: facets, which sample the visual scene more densely, are superposition aperture), while greater numbers of associated with sensitivity (although sensitivity in a super- angles. Larger facets, which collect more light, are usually bigger eyes have additional room to hold either larger experiments. Baseline firing rates rarely varied by more than 10 spikes s\(^{-1}\), so we pooled normalized data from multiple recordings after subtracting spontaneous activity.

We obtained spatial and temporal tuning curves from four \textit{D. elpenor} neurons, two from each of two moths, six \textit{M. sexta} neurons from five different moths and three \textit{A. atropos} neurons from three different moths. Figure 2a shows the mean spatial tuning curves for each of the three moth species. \textit{Manduca sexta}, the species regularly active at the highest light levels, is most responsive at the highest spatial frequencies, peaking at 0.074 cycles deg\(^{-1}\). The fully nocturnal \textit{A. atropos}, likewise, has peak response to the lowest spatial frequencies, at 0.035 cycles deg\(^{-1}\). \textit{Deilephila elpenor}, however, which has smaller eyes and is active under light at least as dim as \textit{A. atropos}, has peak spatial tuning higher than \textit{A. atropos}, at 0.063 cycles deg\(^{-1}\). Moths did not respond to spatial frequencies higher than approximately 0.2 cycles deg\(^{-1}\). Figure 2b shows the mean temporal frequency tuning curves for each moth, which exhibit different patterns. \textit{Acherontia atropos} has a peak response at the highest temporal frequencies, around 3 Hz. \textit{Manduca sexta} has a lower peak response (approx. 2 Hz) with an otherwise similarly shaped tuning to \textit{A. atropos}. \textit{Deilephila elpenor} has a peak at the lowest frequencies (1 Hz) and a notably broader response extending sensitivity to lower temporal frequencies, with 50 per cent maximal responses at the lowest temporal frequency tested (0.1 Hz). Temporal frequencies in all species drop off quickly above the peak, and no positive spiking responses were detected above 10 Hz.

Peak response is only one of many measurements in the tuning curve, and often the trial-to-trial peak varied within a single neuron. In order to determine if the variation in peak responses represents real differences in cell tuning, we further examined the cells by comparing weighted centres. In this case, we took the mean frequency, weighted by response, for the six trials of each cell. The advantage of this method is that all the measurements contribute to the comparison, rather than just the peak. Figure 2c,d shows a series of box plots with this result. The median of the six trials is shown by a dividing line, a box outlines the first and third quartiles, and whisker bars span the range. Figure 2c shows the spatial tuning and, while there is some overlap between ranges of different species, the medians of each cell confirm the sequence in figure 2a; \textit{M. sexta} is sensitive to the highest spatial frequencies of the three, \textit{A. atropos} to the lowest and \textit{D. elpenor} to the frequencies in-between. Figure 2d shows the weighted average temporal frequencies. Once again there is overlap in the ranges and even the quartiles, but the medians of each cell are strictly ordered by species. However, in this case the sequence is at odds with the peak values from figure 2b. \textit{Deilephila elpenor} is still responsive to the lowest temporal frequencies of the three, but because of the shape of the response curve, \textit{M. sexta} by this measure is responsive to the highest temporal frequencies and \textit{A. atropos} to the frequencies in-between.

On occasion, when recordings lasted much longer, we could collect data for an entire spatio-temporal response surface. Figure 3 shows the response surfaces for each moth, illustrating the change in spike rate as we sampled...
among multiple combinations of spatial and temporal frequencies. Although these surfaces are based on fewer cells (three for *M. sexta*, two for *A. atropos* and one for *D. elpenor*), they offer a more complete illustration of wide-field tuning properties. The results again show that *A. atropos* motion detection is tuned to lower spatial frequencies than the other moths. *Manduca sexta* is responsive in a similar range of temporal frequencies as *A. atropos*, but its spatial frequency response is shifted to the finest gratings of the three. Finally, *D. elpenor* motion detection peaks at middle spatial frequencies between the other two moths, but has much broader tuning in the temporal domain and thus responds to noticeably lower temporal frequencies.

4. DISCUSSION
For an ideal eye viewing an image at a given light level and motion speed, there is an optimal spatial acuity that will maximize the information flow (Snyder et al. 1977a,b). However, real animals experience wide ranges of light level and motion speed, so the eventual structure of the visual system is a matter of trade-offs imposed on their evolution. A nocturnal insect benefits from an environment with potentially fewer predators and competitors (Wcislo et al. 2004), and a hovering insect benefits from nectar searches that are potentially quicker and more effective (Dreisig 1997). But nocturnal vision and hovering make contrary demands on some parameters of the visual system. Our aim was to investigate the compromises this brings about in the motion pathway by examining three similar moths: one with nocturnal vision, one with steady hovering and one with both.

Because we were interested in studying the inherent tuning of the filters involved in motion detection, rather than the limits of vision per se, we studied all three species in a light-adapted state and at a moderate luminance (40 cd m\(^{-2}\)). Since individual photoreceptors in hawkmoth superposition eyes collect light from hundreds of facets (e.g. Warrant et al. 1999; Kelber et al. 2002), if one moth possessed even a partly open pupil, it would deliver substantially more light to the retina, despite identical brightness at the surface of the eye. However, since the pupil of the superposition eye in these moths is fully closed at this luminance, the differences in spatial tuning that we observed are not easily explained by optical differences in spatial resolution in the superposition mechanism, as observed previously in nocturnal and crepuscular dung beetles (McIntyre & Caveney 1998). Instead, we suggest these reflect differences in the underlying hard wiring for spatial interactions on scales that span numerous ommatidial axes.
(a) The demands of a nocturnal hovering strategy

Both *D. elpenor* and *A. atropos* are active in much dimmer light than crepuscular *M. sexta*, and this would tend to favour lower spatial and temporal acuity (Van Hateren 1993; Warrant 1999), just as our own rod-dominated night vision, although highly sensitive, is poorly resolved and sluggish. Consistent with this result, *D. elpenor* and *A. atropos* show peak and median responses to lower spatial frequencies than *M. sexta* (figure 2a, c) in their motion pathways. *Deilephila elpenor*, a smaller moth with smaller eyes and greater interommatidial angles than *A. atropos*, might be expected to respond to lower spatial frequencies, but this is not the case: *D. elpenor* has a significant response at higher spatial frequencies (figure 2a, c). The median responses of both *D. elpenor* and *A. atropos* are located at lower temporal frequencies than those found in *M. sexta*, but *D. elpenor*’s responses are consistently lower than those of *A. atropos*. Further, if one only examines the peak responses, *A. atropos* is placed in a similar temporal frequency range as *M. sexta*. *Acherontia atropos* even has a slightly higher response peak, despite its activity in far dimmer light.

These observations match the predictions of eye scaling and nocturnal vision, which suggest that *M. sexta*, with more light available and a larger eye, would be tuned to analyse higher spatial and temporal frequencies than the diminutive, nocturnal *D. elpenor*. Given its larger body and eye size, and smaller interommatidial angles, *A. atropos* could potentially exploit greater spatial acuity than *D. elpenor* at the same light levels; yet in the motion pathway we observe the opposite, with *A. atropos* having the lowest spatial optimum. The fact that *M. sexta* and *D. elpenor* can hold still in the air well enough to feed, and *A. atropos* cannot, helps make sense of this discrepancy. *Deilephila elpenor*, selected for hovering at night, is unable to sacrifice as much spatial acuity as *A. atropos*, selected for fast flight at night, without compromising low velocity sensitivity. That leaves only one option for *D. elpenor*: a low temporal frequency optimum, which aids both vision in dim light and sensitivity to low velocities. As a result, *D. elpenor* neurons responded maximally to gratings moving around 15 deg s$^{-1}$, in contrast to 85 deg s$^{-1}$ for *A. atropos*. The downside for *D. elpenor* is that the longer time constant in the temporal domain means a more sluggish response and hence a slower control loop for the optomotor reflex. *Manduca sexta*, with the luxury of being able to operate at somewhat higher luminance and possessing a bigger overall eye, achieves a higher spatial optimum, thus permitting responses to similarly low velocities, but with less sluggish temporal acuity. Indeed, it is interesting to note that the velocity optimum in *M. sexta* is similar to those published for two diurnal sphingid taxa, *Hemaris* and *Macroglossum* (O’Carroll et al. 1996, 1997), yielding optimal responses to similarly low velocities (27 deg s$^{-1}$ for *M. sexta* and approx. 20 deg s$^{-1}$ for *Hemaris* and *Macroglossum*).

(b) Where does the acuity difference originate?

Of the enormous range of spatial and temporal frequencies of natural light falling onto the eye, only a comparatively narrow band is encoded by the retina. Whereas optimal spatio-temporal filtering for vision in dim light is an integral component of early visual processing (Van Hateren 1993), optimal filtering for hovering is specific to the motion-detection pathway. Because the conflicting demands of nocturnal vision and hovering vision are restricted to the motion pathway, the frequency tuning observed in motion-sensitive neurons may or may not be manifested upstream. Ultimately, the passage of information through the nervous system costs energy (Laughlin 2001), and if the wide-field motion pathway were the only channel of visual processing, there would be no reason to transduce spatial and temporal frequencies outside the range processed by the motion-detecting neurons. However, parallel pathways in the moth visual system perform other tasks, such as detecting looming stimuli (Farina et al. 1994; Wicklein & Strausfeld 2000; Sprayberry & Daniel 2006) or small targets (Collett 1971), and these might be optimized for visual frequencies outside the bands used by the wide-field motion pathway. Information not collected by the eye, or lost during early visual processing, cannot be recovered downstream. Therefore, these moths might be expected to collect broadband spatial and temporal information at early levels of visual processing and then filter it differently in different visual pathways.

If this is the case, then filtering probably occurs after the level of the retina. Even though the extent of this filtering, relative to that performed by the retina, is currently difficult to quantify due to our lack of knowledge of the optical properties and physiology of photoreceptors in nocturnal moths, we can nevertheless make some preliminary observations. First, in the temporal domain, *D. elpenor*’s motion-detecting neurons did not respond to temporal frequencies above approximately 5 Hz. Even though the photoreceptors of nocturnal and/or slow-flying insects are typically tuned to lower temporal frequencies to improve visual reliability, they usually respond vigorously to considerably higher temporal frequencies than 5 Hz (e.g. nocturnal crane flies, Laughlin & Weckstrom 1993; cockroaches, Heimonen et al. 2006; nocturnal bees, Frederiksen et al. 2008), and this is also very likely to be the case for the photoreceptors of *D. elpenor*. These higher frequencies would then be available for other visual channels with different needs. Likewise, *A. atropos*’s motion-detecting neurons did not respond to spatial frequencies above about 0.1 cycles deg⁻¹. Yet this coarse acuity is not the result of *A. atropos* having vestigial eyes—*it is a migratory moth with large eyes; charged with the difficult task of identifying and entering bees’ nests at night, and it could conceivably benefit from having higher spatial acuity. Its large eyes allow smaller interommatidial angles (approx. 0.9°) than are found in the similarly nocturnal *D. elpenor* (approx. 1.3°), but *D. elpenor*’s motion-detecting neurons nonetheless responded to higher spatial frequencies. The lower spatial frequency response range found in *A. atropos* may arise due to low-pass spatial filtering at an earlier level of visual processing; for example, via the lateral connections of amacrine cells in the lamina, or by sub-sampling of the elementary motion detectors (see Pick & Buchner 1979). However, these arguments must be qualified by the fact that our experiments were performed in relatively light-adapted conditions (40 cd m⁻²), and that the nature and extent of spatio-temporal filtering in the retina and the lobula is likely to become more pronounced as light levels fall. A thorough investigation of visual performance in nocturnal hawkmoths at dimmer and more behaviourally relevant light intensities is thus highly warranted.

(c) Other sensory inputs assist in controlling flight

Vision is only one of several senses known to affect flight in insects. Dipterans, for example, rely on gyroscope measurements from the halteres to determine self-rotation (Pringle 1948), and moths are now known to obtain similar measurements from their antennal motions (Sane et al. 2007). Blowflies are also known to infer rotational motion from another visual pathway that derived from the low-resolution ocelli located between their compound eyes (Parsons et al. 2006). Flies also use wind to infer their own self-motion and wind modifies their responses to visual cues (Budick et al. 2007). Mechanosensory cues are also important for moths when they make contact with a flower (Goyret & Raguso 2006). Moths and many other insects can follow odour plumes of quite low concentration over surprising distances (Murlis et al. 1992). Odour additionally alters the responses to visual cues in flies (Chow & Frye 2008). We can expect that these and similar pathways are of heightened importance in species active in dim light.

However, vision is an important sense for controlling flight even in many nocturnal animals. For example, bees that forage at night will not do so without adequate light (Kelber et al. 2006). With apposition eyes, bees see much more poorly in dim light than moths (Land 1981; Land & Nilsson 2002; Warrant 2004), yet the nocturnal sweat bee *Megaolopa* uses only visual cues when approaching its nest, even in severely dim conditions (Warrant et al. 2004). These factors are even more critical for hovering animals, since they must maintain near-zero translational velocity (although substantial rotational velocity might be tolerated; see Kern & Varjú 1998). Odour plumes, which can be reliable trails to distant resources, are structurally complex and quickly varying at close ranges (Murlis et al. 1992), and are thus unhelpful for holding a static position. At very low speeds, wind signals from self-motion disappear. Acceleration detection can produce a fast response to unplanned perturbations, but inferring translational velocity from this requires mathematical integration. For a small animal pushed by tiny forces, this signal is transient and may be noisy or below threshold; thus integration might amplify this error into a highly unreliable estimate of velocity. This problem is familiar to that faced by ‘blue water divers’, who, lacking visual cues, can be carried substantial distances by currents they were unaware of (Haddock & Heine 2005). Assuming the visual environment is largely stable, optic flow directly estimates self-motion, and although this carries some estimation error, it does not impart the accumulating error inherent in integration. Rotational motion offers a persistent force signal to a constant motion, but also provides a much stronger visual signal, since objects at arbitrary distances, such as the moon, appear to move during rotational self-motion. Although in some insects, such as dragonflies, ocelli are thought to play an important role in flight stabilization, this is less likely with hawkmoth ocelli, which are small (approx. 100 μm diameter) and largely buried in scales near the base of the antennae. The importance of vision to hovering is reflected in the stabilization response of hovering moths to purely visual perturbations (Kern & Varjú 1998), even in the absence of actual wind or acceleration.

Night vision and the nocturnal behaviours it enables offer an insect the potential to forage in an environment with fewer predators and competitors. Hovering offers the ability to visit more flowers in a given period of time, and possibly increases nectar intake substantially. By sacrificing spatial acuity, the nocturnal *A. atropos* maintains a motion pathway with high temporal frequency responses compared with other dim-light moths, but cannot hover. The hoverer *M. sexta* maintains a motion pathway with higher spatial and temporal acuity, but does not forage at the dimmest light levels. The competing demands that these behaviours place on the visual system make *D. elpenor* a remarkable example for achieving both at once.
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